
Hey Guys! So  a warm greeting to the California Copy (we like working with paper) people. 

These tunes help us remember the concepts to help us through the day. 

 

Good versus evil lyrics 

 

Intro:  Yeah…..People, lets collectively modernize the mission immediately earth sunshine family 

famously getting along without the bickerish blaming people push to placate the tribes trying to 

vacate the vibe's time to prioritize the patterns we project and reflect reset the hope to protect life in 

the future people. Peace. 

Verse: Can I get a heart beat, not that issues out of nothin’ gotta fart B? Let it out (fart sound)  

Art please, if it’s tough it’s a footstool never doubt. Start these, wake him up, wake him up, wake him 

up, scorch the earth, no don’t, but a Ho’s a Ho and evil really lies and that’s empirical. No surprise 

observational. Believe that life is really miracles. We need leaders, not hypers, saving someone’s life, 

not those commercials. Made peace with the rap tribes, we need more techno love, not bad vibes. 

More enlights for children not denial puttin’ us on trial hurtin’ the building. Toilet paper is a luxury, 

working with family collectively, drop the dis and more hugs for me, everyone’s different respectfully, 

they judge then laugh like market crashers like haters dwelling on skin comparisons, not goin’ there 

again telepathic world is stuck together dominions and garrisons. 

 

Who us? Oh we’re a virtual Hiphop army.  Yeah…… 

 

Chorus: Don’t Kid yerself, it’s Good God versus Evil. (Twice) 

 

Outro:  we think “Mickey Mouse raps” is a compliment.  

They surround folks with arguments and controversy for something to do. Pray for em’. Anybody has 

a chance to change. If you've been sleeping a lot don’t ever let anybody tell you that you're lazy. Just 

be glad you ain’t strung out and broke. If you are strung out and broke there is help out there. Love 

yourself take care every little bit counts. That's right we’re trying for something bigger than ourselves, 

and big ups to our “lost in translation” folks (people who focus on the good stuff that people say in 

the air) at  least we’re not the one’s who are critical of people’s jobs or finances. Onelove. Onelove. 

Peace. Yeah… 

 


